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The City of Chicago.
51524
Stock#:
Map Maker: Currier & Ives
Date:
Place:
Color:
Condition:
Size:

1874 (1892)
New York
Color
VG+
32 x 20 inches

Price:

$6,500.00

Description:
The Large Currier & Ives View of Chicago
Striking grand format birdseye view of Chicago, drawn 3 years after the Great Chicago Fire devastated
the City and published by America's most commercially successful print seller, Currier & Ives.
In the years following the fire, Chicago rebuilt and became America's first central city of commerce. In this
fine original chromolithograph, the booming metropolis of Chicago is shown on a scale of commerce and
grandeur equal to any city in America or Europe. A thriving waterfront commerce gives way to a large and
important urbanized American City, which was then serving as the northern gateway to the fast growing
industrialized midwestern US.
Originally printed in 1874, this example was republished in 1892, in anticipation of the opening of the
World's Columbian Exposition of 1893. The World's Columbian Exposition - also known as The Chicago
World's Fair - was a World's Fair held in Chicago in 1893 to celebrate the 400th anniversary of
Christopher Columbus's arrival in the New World. The fair had a profound effect on architecture, the arts,
Chicago's self-image, and American industrial optimism. The Chicago Columbian Exposition was, in large
part, designed by Daniel Burnham and Frederick Law Olmsted. Over 27 million people attended the
exposition during its six-month run. Its scale and grandeur far exceeded other world fairs. The fair became
a symbol of the emerging American Exceptionalism, much in the same way that the Great Exhibition
became a symbol of the Victorian era the United Kingdom. In addition to recognizing the 400th
anniversary of the discovery of the New World, the fair also served to show the world that Chicago had
risen from the ashes of the Great Chicago Fire, which had destroyed much of the city in 1871.
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The City of Chicago.
The original artwork for this view was prepared by Charles Parsons and Lyman Atwater, who worked as
artists and lithographers for Currier & Ives. Their work shows in fine detail the spread of the city of
Chicago with lake Michigan and the Chicago river in the foreground. The fine view depicts a thriving
harbor of Chicago with steam- and sailing boats in the foreground, a gleaming modern train station and
lively boat traffic on the Chicago river. The sketch of the individual houses, churches, parks and larger
buildings is highly detailed, in the very background you recognize the expansion of the settlement towards
the green fields, symbolic of the limitless growth potential for the city.
Because birdseye views were essentially ephemeral in nature (promotional items intended to capture a
snapshot of a place at one particular point in time) and not issued in bound volumes, the survival rate is
relatively low, especially examples which were colorized at the time and displayed publicly. These views
were largely gone within a few years of their original publication.
Unsurprisingly, the survival rate of Currier & Ives's great large format city views is quite small and views
such as this one can now be considered rare on the market.
Detailed Condition:
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